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dates and origins. The discussions it has provoked have not
yet led to even an approximate agreement, and we shall be
well advised to make as little use of it as possible.
The second book of Esdras, Tobit, Judith and Esther, all
belong to the period of late Judaism. They are paranetic in
character, intended for the encouragement and exhortation
(jiaQaivEGu;) of their readers.
C. A special place among apocryphal works must be
assigned to the Apocalypses, since they are a special feature
of Judaism.1 These Revelations constitute a literature of
edification and encouragement, intended to comfort Israel in
the midst of its trials and misfortunes. Down to the time of
the total ruin and dispersion of the Jewish people, every national
disaster was followed by an outbreak of these apocalypses. If,
as some have said, the Persian mind was metaphysical, cer-
tainly the Jewish was apocalyptic.2 The basic conviction that
underlies all these writings, though it is expressed and given
concrete form in different ways, is that the present humiliation
of Israel is in itself the sign of its triumphant exaltation in the
near future. The wheel has almost come full circle and Jahweh
is about to stretch out his hand on behalf of his people. Jesus
was born into an apocalyptic atmosphere.3
It will be necessary to return to and enlarge on this all-
important element in the religious life of the Jews; hence it
will suffice for the present to mention the chief apocalyptic
books which will be referred to later. These are : (1) The
Book of Enoch,4 a composite work which is difficult to dis-
entangle. As far as we can tell, most of it was written in
Palestine between 200 and 150 b.c. (2) The Book of Jubilees 5 ;
(3) The Sybilline Oracles,6 which are' probably of Alexandrian
origin. The first edition apparently belonged to the second
century b.c., but they were worked over again and again, and were
later largely remodelled by the Christians. Their special point
of interest is the testimony they bear to the Jewish belief that
all Gentiles would be converted to the true faith before the last
1 EB, art. Apocalpytic Literature ; LXXV, iii (3rd edit.), 190 ff. ;
CCLXVI, i, 44-7; CCLXXX, 266 ff.; CCLXXVT, i, 163 jff. ; CCLHI,
242 ff. ; LI, TO ff. on the apocalyptic literature in general, its character,
themes,, etc.
2CCLXV, 69 ff.
3 CGLV, 93 jff. ;   108 ;   CCCIH, 49.
*LIX (3rd edit.), 4A ff. ; CCLIX, ii, 217; LXXV, iii, 190; Fr.
Martin, Le lime (THenoch traduit sur le texte ethiopien, Paris, 1906 ; Short
bibliography in LI, 109, n. 3.
sCCLXIX, ii, 177ff.;   LXXV, iii, 421.
6 Bibliography in LI, 116, n. 1, 503;   CCLXIX, iia 31 ff.

